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Abstract
When learning about wrongdoings of others, people are quick to condemn them and make 
negative inferences about their character. This tends to not be the case, however, when they hold 
strong positive feelings toward a transgressor, or consider this person to be part of their ingroup. 
We investigated the extent to which followers of a social media celebrity, Logan Paul, would still 
support him after a highly publicized scandal, thus exploring whether they would remain loyal 
given their prior commitment, or instead, feel especially betrayed and therefore revise their 
previously positive evaluation of him. Using Distributed Dictionary Representations on a large 
dataset of YouTube followers (N = 36,464) who commented both before and after the scandal, we 
found that the more often a person had publicly expressed their approval of the protagonist prior 
to the scandal, the stronger their post-scandal support was. Similarly, prior engagement was also 
associated with fewer negative moral emotions, and more positive emotions and attempts to 
defend the transgressor. Furthermore, compared to non-followers of the celebrity, followers were 
substantially more supportive of him after the scandal. Thus, highly committed fans failed to 
update existing moral character evaluations even in light of an extreme moral norm violation, a 
pattern that is consistent with attempts to reduce cognitive dissonance to maintain a positive 
evaluation of self and transgressor.
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Highlights
• Holding a person in high esteem biases how new negative information about that 

person is integrated.
• We investigate how fans of the YouTube celebrity Logan Paul behaved after he 

engaged in a severe moral transgression by predicting their reactions to Paul’s 
apology video from their pre-scandal comments.

• We find that fans’ pre-scandal engagement, as well as their expressed liking towards 
and social identification with Paul positively predicts post-scandal support.

• This provides field evidence that the more committed people are to positive 
evaluations of a person, the less likely they will update such evaluations even when 
facing highly negative, counter-attitudinal information.

Humans are social animals, and living in a society requires the ability to accurately 
determine who is friend or foe. A key concern therefore is to understand how people 
form impressions of others’ moral character, and furthermore, how they update these 
impressions when new information, especially of a negative nature, comes to light. To 
test this question, we examined a high-profile scandal involving a social media celebrity 
that generated widespread condemnation, to see to what extent devoted followers would 
subsequently forgive their idol. In other words, we explored how people who are highly 
committed to someone whom they admire will update their moral character evaluations 
after this person has engaged in a severe transgression and subsequently apologized for 
it. We did so by analyzing publicly available YouTube posts related to a high-profile 
scandal, employing a word vectorization approach that allowed sophisticated extraction 
of linguistic content from social media data.

The scandal involved the American YouTube celebrity Logan Paul, who since about 
2015 has been posting daily videos of entertaining, and mostly harmless pranks on his 
popular YouTube channel. At the time of the incident, he had about 15 million subscrib
ers, most of them adolescents and young adults. On December 30th 2017, Paul and his 
entourage visited a Japanese forest that has sadly become known as “suicide forest” 
because many people have attempted to end their lives there. Shortly after entering the 
forest, Paul and his team encountered a suicide victim, namely a man who had hanged 
himself on a tree. Instead of putting the cameras down, however, Paul and his team deci
ded to get a better look at the body. They filmed it close up, and even made inappropriate 
jokes about the situation, and the deceased. The next day, Paul uploaded the video (with 
only the victim’s face blurred) onto his YouTube channel, and his accompanying remarks 
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made it clear that he was fully aware of just how shocking the footage would be to 
watch.

The video spread quickly, garnering around 6.2 million views within a few days, and 
received widespread media attention (Schimkowitz, 2018). A great deal of public outrage 
ensued, referred to as the “suicide forest” scandal. Reacting to the outrage, two days after 
posting the suicide forest video, Paul uploaded an apology video, in which he expressed 
remorse, apologized to the victim and his fans, and promised to better himself. He then 
went on a month-long social media hiatus during which he was dropped by advertisers 
and saw some of his movie arrangements withdrawn. Thus, clearly, Paul’s behavior was 
seen as highly objectionable by many. The scandals therefore offered a real-life context 
within which to examine how people re-evaluate their moral judgments of a person, 
especially if they are followers who previously had a highly positive view.

Moral Character: Impression Formation and Updating
Moral character describes a person’s inherent moral attributes (Uhlmann et al., 2015; 
Wojciszke, 2005), and as a construct subsumes a plethora of moral virtues such as being 
faithful, honest, supportive, kind, understanding, and trustworthy (Narvaez & Lapsley, 
2009). Moral character is often assumed to be a stable and essential part of personal 
identity, defining who a person really is (Strohminger & Nichols, 2014). Importantly, 
when forming moral character evaluations, negative or immoral actions are seen as 
especially diagnostic (Uhlmann et al., 2015), exemplifying the more general phenomenon 
of negativity bias (Rozin & Royzman, 2001). One reason is that the motives behind moral 
actions are ambiguous: Actors may merely want to appear moral in order to gain bene
fits, rather than wanting to be moral. In contrast, there are no straightforward reasons 
for wanting to be seen as immoral. Thus, people are highly sensitive to potentially 
negative character information because it is informative when trying to predict another 
person’s behavior (Cone & Ferguson, 2015).

Applying this discussion to the present context, given that negative character infor
mation is weighted more heavily than positive information, it would be plausible that 
followers of Logan Paul should withdraw their support once they learned about the 
suicide forest scandal. An alternative possibility, however, is that highly loyal followers 
are motivated to maintain the positive image of their idol, therefore refusing to take on 
board incongruent information. This may be due to people either having strong priors 
about the wrongdoer, or people being willfully ignorant about the negative information 
(Kim et al., 2020). Several factors influencing this relationship will be reviewed next.
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Social Constraints on Character Judgments: Liking and Social 
Identity
Pre-existing positive feelings toward a person can constrain the degree to which they 
are held accountable for negative actions. For example, more likeable offenders receive 
less blame and are more easily forgiven (Bocian et al., 2018). Liking has also been shown 
to lead to more positive moral character evaluations when it was induced via repeated 
exposure to a moral actor’s face, or facial mimicry of that person, a phenomenon termed 
the mere liking effect (Bocian et al., 2018). Similarly, likeable people are seen as less 
responsible for negative outcomes of their actions (Nadler & McDonnell, 2012) because 
these outcomes are seen as less intentional (Newman et al., 2014). Consequently, when 
judging the transgressions of those who are close to us and whom we like, we grant 
them a considerable amount of discretion (Forbes & Stellar, 2021). In the context of Logan 
Paul’s suicide forest scandal, his followers already had a highly positive image of him, 
and therefore might have been more likely to forgive.

This relates to a second factor attenuating the impact of new information on char
acter judgments: group membership or social identity. There is widespread evidence 
that people use celebrities in how they construct their social identity, and that online 
forums are ideal places for such processes (Soukup, 2006). Once an idol or leader comes 
under pressure, people who have idolized this person can perceive threats to this figure 
as threats to their own self-identity (Branscombe et al., 1999), and will therefore be 
motivated to defend them if at all possible (Cadinu & Cerchioni, 2001). From the online 
exchanges in response to Paul’s YouTube videos, it is apparent that many of his viewers 
did indeed create a social identity around the celebrity, referring to themselves as being 
part of the ‘Logang,’ (i.e., they devised a label for group membership based on his last 
name). The outrage caused by the scandal might therefore have resulted in a strong 
motivational pull for fans to defend Paul’s actions to galvanize as a group and protect 
this part of their social identity.

Having publicly spoken highly of Paul, or otherwise having shown signs of affilia
tion, followers might have difficulty revising their existing view of him considering the 
scandal, because their past behavior represented a commitment that cannot easily be 
taken back. This can be understood using the lens of cognitive dissonance (Festinger, 
1962): When behavior conflicts with an attitude, people are highly motivated to bring 
the two in alignment. Since behavior cannot be altered after the fact, this can only be 
accomplished by revising the attitude.

With special relevance to the present case, Stoker (1993) analyzed support of Demo
crats’ presidential race candidate Gary Hart, who was having an extra-marital affair. The 
ensuing scandal’s impact on Hart’s approval ratings depended on party affiliation, and 
voters’ reasons for endorsing him in the first place: Democrats reacted less negatively 
to the scandal than Republicans. However, political involvement moderated the scandal’s 
impact within Democrats, such that those who supported Hart because of his policy 
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program (“issue voters”) actually showed higher post-scandal approval of Hart than 
pre-scandal, likely in an effort to reduce cognitive dissonance. Pre-scandal Democrat 
supporters of Hart who did not place as much importance on Hart’s policy, but still 
preferred him to his two competitors, by contrast, showed a radical negative shift in 
approval, and they in fact reacted even more negatively to the scandal than most Repub
licans.

Considering the case of Paul, having shown signs of (public) affiliation might make 
it more difficult for followers to revise their existing view of him in light of the scandal, 
because their past behavior represented a commitment that cannot easily be taken back. 
Consequently, even severe transgressions may not lead to a revocation of support from 
people who strongly identify with the transgressor.

Indicators of Moral Character Evaluations Following a 
Transgression
When examining the impact of a scandal on how the wrongdoer is perceived, several 
factors warrant consideration. People may express approval or disapproval and contin
ued support by generally positive or negative comments. That is, their responses have 
a broad affective valence. In addition, specific moral emotions are relevant, and indeed, 
feelings lie at the heart of many evaluations of what is morally right and wrong (Haidt, 
2001), and are especially relevant for moral character judgments (Bocian et al., 2018; 
Giner-Sorolla & Chapman, 2017; Uhlmann et al., 2015). In the current work, we therefore 
considered the following emotions:

Anger

Anger towards a transgressor of moral norms holds a dominant role in the moral do
main, and is especially strong when another individual is harmed, and norms of justice 
are violated (Graham et al., 2011). Higher levels of anger are expressed when transgres
sions are more severe, intentional, and non-justifiable (Russell et al., 2013). The angrier 
a person feels when evaluating a wrong-doing, the more severe is the punishment they 
deem appropriate (Canton, 2015).

Importantly, anger arises especially when assessing character flaws. For instance, 
Uhlmann et al. (2014) demonstrated that participants reported greater outrage when 
explicitly instructed to rate the moral character of bigots before subsequently rating 
their specific transgressions, compared to a condition with a reversed task order. Thus, 
immoral acts from persons perceived to have an immoral character lead to stronger 
condemnation, and the amount of outrage a person expresses can therefore be seen as an 
indication of how negatively the person evaluates the transgressor’s moral character.
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Disgust

There is substantial evidence that disgust plays an important role in the context of mor
ality (for reviews, see Giner-Sorolla et al., 2018; Schnall, 2017) and several reasons make 
disgust especially relevant in the present context. First, the mocking of a suicide victim 
as in the Logan Paul case constitutes a violation of the purity domain, a key variable in 
moral considerations (Graham et al., 2011). Second, like anger, disgust is strongly linked 
to moral character evaluations (Giner-Sorolla & Chapman, 2017), and therefore should 
be particularly powerful for updating moral character impressions: as a moral emotion 
concerned with character judgments, disgust leads to withdrawal from transgressors, and 
attempts to socially isolate them (Giner-Sorolla & Chapman, 2017). Finally, because it is a 
particularly strong gut reaction, disgust should be especially resistant to the influence of 
motivated reasoning strategies (Piazza et al., 2013; Russell & Giner-Sorolla, 2011).

Adoration and Compassion

As a result of cognitive dissonance reduction, rather than experiencing the negative 
emotions usually associated with moral transgressions, highly committed individuals 
may showcase their continued support by displaying positive emotions reflecting general 
liking, adoration or compassion towards the transgressor (Thomson & Siegel, 2017). 
Indeed, these positive sentiments have been linked to forgiveness and continued support 
after transgressions (Fehr et al., 2010; Forbes & Stellar, 2021).

With particular relevance to the current investigation, a qualitative study of fan re
sponses to celebrity scandals indicated compassion for the transgressor to be a common 
theme (Finsterwalder et al., 2017). This is also in line with a meta-analysis on forgiveness 
by Fehr et al. (2010), which demonstrated that perspective taking and trait empathy were 
positively correlated with forgiveness. A fan’s expression of adoration and compassion in 
response to a scandal can therefore be seen as an indicator of continued support.

The Current Study
Our study investigated the extent to which followers of Logan Paul changed their sup
port after the suicide forest scandal, which was widely considered to be a severe moral 
violation. To do so, we examined publicly available comments people posted on YouTube 
in response to Paul’s seven videos in the week leading up to the scandal, and compared 
them to their comments posted to his apology video posted after the scandal.

More specifically, we looked at a commentator’s indications of liking, engagement, 
and social identity before the scandal, and how these related to their general support and 
specific emotional responses such as anger, disgust, adoration, and compassion, as well 
as social identity, after the scandal. We expected fans who were highly committed (i.e., 
followers who had frequently and positively engaged with his videos before the scandal) 
to remain more supportive of Logan Paul than those who were not, and show more 
positive (adoration and compassion) and fewer negative emotions (anger and disgust) as 
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core reactions to Paul’s apology. In addition, we hypothesized that expressed pre-scandal 
liking and social identity would predict post-scandal support and emotions.

In contrast to earlier laboratory studies testing how people update moral character 
evaluations with hypothetical scenarios, we examined a high-profile scandal that unfol
ded in real life, and for which we could turn to spontaneous reactions from participants 
that they shared on a public forum. Our investigation therefore achieved a high level of 
external validity with naturally occurring responses from tens of thousands of individu
als. In addition, we showcase a relatively recent approach to natural language processing, 
called Distributed Dictionary Representation (DDR; Garten et al., 2018), which we used to 
analyze the YouTube comments regarding relevant linguistic dimensions. This technique 
enables researchers to tackle research questions using advanced text analysis, as we 
describe next.

The Distributed Dictionary Representation Method
Distributed dictionary representation (DDR) is a technique for natural language process
ing (Garten et al., 2018) that builds upon so-called word vector models, which organize 
words according to their semantic meaning in a multi-dimensional vector space (Mikolov 
et al., 2013). Words that are related in meaning are close to each other in that space. By 
taking a very large corpus of text – for instance all of Wikipedia – word vectorization 
algorithms can calculate the semantic distance between a wide range of words.

Conceptually, having such a map of the semantic space makes it easy to compare any 
two points (e.g., words or sentences) to each other by measuring the distance between 
them. DDR uses this principle to compare texts to a specific concept of interest. To 
do so, DDR relies on concept dictionaries, which are lists of words associated with a 
given concept (e.g., love, forgiveness, etc.). By measuring the distance in vector space 
between a given text (e.g., a YouTube comment) to a pre-defined concept dictionary, 
one can measure the degree to which the text is related to a concept. Importantly, 
concept dictionaries can be relatively short because the words in these dictionaries are 
not counted, as in traditional approaches (e.g. LIWC, Pennebaker et al., 2001), but merely 
serve as the fix point of the concept in semantic space, to which each document is 
geometrically compared. Thus, rather than be all-encompassing, a dictionary needs to be 
as specific as possible, i.e., most closely match the “core” of the concept it is intended 
to represent. DDR has been demonstrated to outperform traditional word count methods 
in complex tasks such as classifying sentiment of movie reviews (Garten et al., 2018), or 
analyzing the moral loading of tweets (Hoover et al., 2018). Therefore, this method was 
ideally suited for analyzing the YouTube comments that social media users had produced 
in response to Logan Paul’s “suicide forest” scandal, which we describe next. We provide 
a more detailed description about how DDR works, and advanced established techniques 
such as LIWC in the Supplementary Materials.
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Method

Data Acquisition and Preliminary Cleaning
We scraped all comments on eight Logan Paul videos using the YouTube API .1 Seven 
videos had been uploaded in the week directly prior to the scandal (one video per 
day between 22nd to 28th December 2017; comments were scraped on 27th January, 
2018). These pre-scandal videos established the baseline attitude and commitment toward 
Logan Paul.2 The post-scandal video was his apology (uploaded on 2nd January 2018; 
comments were scraped on January 21st, 2018).

First, top spam accounts were removed. Although YouTube has sophisticated algo
rithms for detecting and deleting spam (e.g., extensive self-promotion and advertise
ments, or links to third party sites), they do not identify all of it (Benevenuto et al., 2009). 
We therefore inspected the top contributing authors, (i.e., who had written more than 
50 comments), and determined whether content was exclusively self-promoting or other 
spam, defined as comments entirely irrelevant to the video content. This resulted in the 
exclusion of 12 authors.

At this point, the dataset comprised 1,046,946 comments by 793,158 authors. Of those, 
223,201 comments from 169,613 authors were from the seven pre-scandal videos, and 
823,745 comments by 666,636 authors were from the post-scandal apology video. Because 
the main analysis required authors to comment both before and after the scandal, we 
matched the pre-scandal commenters with the post-scandal commenters based on their 
unique YouTube ID. This dataset contained 45,760 unique authors who had written 
135,851 comments.

Pre-Scandal and Post-Scandal Measures
To assess the pre-scandal attitudes toward Logan Paul, three measures were used. As 
a behavioral measure of engagement with his content, pre-scandal Engagement was 
operationalized as the number of videos a user had commented upon during the week 
before the scandal. Because there were seven such videos, this count measure ranged 
from 1–7. We used frequencies as opposed to the number of comments per author 
because consistently commenting on each video can be considered a better indicator of 
in-depth engagement than occasional bursts. Indeed, the period included Christmas Eve, 
Christmas Day and Boxing Day, so taking time to watch and respond to YouTube videos 
over this holiday period reflected that an individual was a committed follower.

1) Replies to other people’s comments were not considered because they depend on the original comment while we 
were interested in followers’ direct response to the videos, rather than their response to other users.

2) Comments posted on those videos on or after 31st Dec, the day the “suicide forest” video was uploaded, were 
excluded.
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To measure people’s general Liking toward Logan Paul, we conducted a sentiment 
analysis for comments on the pre-scandal YouTube videos. We opted for this relative 
general valence measure because content varied widely, making the comments highly 
context-dependent. As a third pre-scandal measure, we operationalized Social Identity 
as the degree to which an author made use of Logan Paul specific fan language (e.g., 
“Logang4life”). Similar to Liking, the use of Logan Paul brand words should be relatively 
context independent.

To examine responses to the Logan Paul scandal (i.e., post-scandal attitudes), we 
categorized comments on his apology video regarding whether they expressed general 
Support, and the specific emotions of Anger, Disgust, Adoration and Compassion toward 
Paul.3 We also again examined Social Identity as we did for pre-scandal attitudes.

DDR Preparation and Validation
Training and validation of the DDR classifier followed an intricate protocol. Here we 
give a short overview over the steps involved, a more detailed description is given in 
the Supplementary Materials. First, we hand-coded a randomly drawn subset of 1,000 
comments for all dimensions, Average Cohen’s Kappa (unweighted) = 0.79, Percent 
Agreement = 92%. Next, we defined concept dictionaries for all dimensions by identifying 
representative words from the hand-coded comments for each dimension, and used a 
word vector model generated from all collected YouTube comments to generate vectors 
for each dictionary. Finally, we used logistic regression with cross validation to train a 
classifier predicting the hand-coded comments from the dictionary vectors. We used F1 
scores as the main measure to evaluate the performance of our models because they are 
commonly used for evaluations of binary classifiers (e.g., supporting or not supporting 
Logan Paul), and are calculated as the harmonic mean of precision and recall (Powers, 
2011).

Performance was very good, with F1 scores ranging from 0.80 (Compassion) to 0.93 
(Disgust). In addition, other common measures of classifier accuracy such as sensitivity, 
specificity, and Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) values were equally positive 
(see Table 1). Most importantly, the Support dimension could be reliably identified 
(F1 = .83).

3) The post-measures were somewhat different from the pre-measures because not all categories were equally mean
ingful at both time points. In particular, specific feelings of anger, disgust, etc. only became relevant after the scandal, 
whereas a broader positive-negative sentiment was more appropriate before the scandal. We also coded some more 
exploratory dimensions, namely whether comments expressed Forgiveness, Demand for further apologies, Relief, 
Justification attempts, or explicit Moral Character Judgments. These latter dimensions were included on a more ad 
hoc basis, and frequencies were overall low. Although we did not conduct a thorough analysis of these dimensions, 
the coded data is included in the Supplementary Materials.
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Table 1

Model Performance for Variables of Interest

Variable F1 ROC Sensitivity Specificity

1 Support 0.83 0.91 0.87 0.82

2 Adoration 0.85 0.88 0.81 0.82

3 Compassion 0.80 0.84 0.68 0.82

4 Social Identity 0.89 0.93 0.82 0.85

5 Anger 0.86 0.89 0.80 0.83

6 Disgust 0.93 0.96 0.87 0.91

7 Unclassifiable 0.91 0.85 0.87 0.66

Note. Model performance scores for each outcome variable, indicating performance of logistic regression 
models classifying comments on the post-scandal video. Scores closer to 1 reflect better performance.

A few final steps were taken before the main analysis. First, we used DDR to identify 
Unclassifiable comments in the post-scandal dataset. This led to the exclusion of 9,307 
authors whose responses could not be categorized along the relevant dimensions, leaving 
36,464 unique comment authors. Unless otherwise noted, all analyses were performed on 
this dataset.

Subsequently, we prepared the measures for analysis. Because the unit of analysis 
was the comment author and not the individual comment (i.e., we were interested in 
whether a given person supported Paul after the scandal), and the dataset was large and 
unbalanced (with different numbers of repeated measures for both independent as well 
as dependent variables, resulting from comment authors writing multiple comments both 
before and after the scandal), we averaged all dictionary loadings for each dimension 
for each author. Thus, each author had an individual Engagement score, pre-scandal 
DDR loadings for Liking, and Social Identity, as well as individual post-scandal loadings 
for Support, Anger, Disgust, Adoration, Compassion and Social Identity. Finally, the 
post-scandal loadings were converted into binary variables (i.e., Support vs. No Support, 
presence vs. absence of Anger, Disgust, etc.) using the pre-trained logistic regression 
models from the validation test.4

4) DDR loadings do not necessarily indicate the intensity/strength of a given dimension. Because we did not code 
for intensity in the human coded gold-standard data set, but treated each dimension as binary (i.e. present – absent) 
we cannot assess whether higher loadings indeed translate to higher intensity of the domain in question. Thus, our 
analysis used the validated classification method. We do however provide robustness analyses in the Supplementary 
Materials, which fall in line with the main models.
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Results

Descriptive Statistics
We first examined the general composition of the dataset, starting with an overview 
of the pre-scandal measures. Overall, Engagement scores were positively skewed: of 
the 36,464 comment authors, ~73% (26,569) had an Engagement score of 1 (i.e., they 
commented on only 1 of the 7 pre-scandal videos), ~18% (6,509) an Engagement score 
of 2, and only ~9% (3,386) had an Engagement score of 3 or above. This indicates that 
consistent commenting was relatively rare.

To further understand the relationships between the pre-scandal measures of En
gagement, Liking, and Social Identity, we computed their correlations. Because neither 
Engagement nor Social Identity DDR loadings were normally distributed (Engagement 
was right skewed, whereas Social Identity was left skewed), we used Kendall’s tau. 
The Engagement score was significantly and negatively correlated with Social Identity 
(Kendall’s tau = -.04, z = -9.18, p < .001), and Liking (Kendall’s tau = -.01, z = -3.28, 
p = .0010). Thus, the number of videos users commented upon cannot be seen as a 
simple measure of positive attitudes towards Paul (although a visual inspection indicates 
a positive nonlinear relationship between higher values of Engagement and Liking, see 
Figure S1). Liking and Social Identity were positively correlated (Kendall’s tau = .36, 
z = 103.69, p < .001), indicating that comment authors who wrote more positive pre-scan
dal comments also used more language relating to their fan identity.

Moving to the general distribution of the post-scandal measures, we again calculated 
overall percentages in the sample. Overall, 77% (27,990) of comment authors indicated 
continued Support for Logan Paul after the scandal, 60% (22,025) expressed Adoration 
in their comments, 44% (16,327) expressed Compassion, and 33% (12,168) expressed their 
Social Identity of being a fan, whereas only 16% (5,882) expressed Anger, and 4% (1,387) 
expressed Disgust. This indicates that the majority of Logan Paul viewers still saw Paul 
favorably after he apologized for his behavior.

To measure the co-occurrences between the post-scandal measures, we computed the 
phi-coefficient. This also serves as a validation check, identifying whether the DDR dic
tionaries were able to differentiate between the various dimensions. Indeed, Support for 
Logan Paul was negatively correlated with Anger, and Disgust, but positively correlated 
with Adoration, Compassion, and Social Identity (see Table 2). The strongest associations 
emerged between Support and Adoration, and Social Identity and Compassion.
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Table 2

Correlations Between Post-Scandal DDR Scores

Variable % 1 2 3 4 5

1. Support 77

2. Adoration 60 .57***

3. Compassion 44 .25*** .40***

4. Social Identity 33 .34*** .54*** .43***

5. Anger 16 -.33*** -.10*** .12*** -.06***

6. Disgust 4 -.27*** -.13*** .02*** -.10*** .39***

Note. Correlations between the dimensions classified by DDR in post-scandal comments (N = 36,464). The 
Percentage column indicates the overall percentage of comment authors expressing the given dimension.
***p < 0.001.

Testing the Link Between Pre-Scandal and Post-Scandal Attitudes
Support

Moving on to the key hypothesis, namely that YouTube users’ attitudes toward Logan 
Paul would predict their support for him after the “suicide forest” scandal, we conducted 
a logistic regression, modelling post-scandal Support (supportive vs. non-supportive) 
with pre-scandal Engagement, Liking and Social Identity as independent variables, al
lowing for two-way interactions between the independent variables. Engagement signif
icantly predicted post-scandal Support, suggesting that authors who had written more 
pre-scandal comments were more likely to still support him after Paul apologized for the 
scandal, Odds Ratio (OR) = 1.06, p < .001. Similarly, as hypothesized, Liking (OR = 3.52, 
p < .001) and Social Identity (OR = 1.10, p < .001) were positively related to Support. In 
addition, the interaction between Engagement and Liking was positive and significant, 
such that those users of frequently and positively commented on Paul’s videos were 
more likely to show support (OR = 1.71, p < .001). In addition, Liking and Social Identity 
also significantly interacted, with users who both wrote positive comments and used 
social identifier terms being more likely to support Paul (OR = 1.54, p < .001). Thus, as 
hypothesized, all pre-scandal measures positively predicted post-scandal Support, with 
pre-scandal Liking being the strongest predictor (see Figure 1, and Table 3).
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Figure 1

Predicted Probabilities for Support, Adoration, Anger and Disgust, Based on Social Identity, Liking, and 
Engagement, and Their Interactions

Note. Post-scandal Support, Adoration, Anger, and Disgust for Logan Paul, as predicted by pre-scandal 
Engagement, Liking, and Social Identity, and their interactions. Lines indicate predicted probabilities of the 
models in Table 3, ribbons depict confidence intervals. Plots for the other dimensions can be found in the 
Supplementary Materials (Figure S2).
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Assessing the robustness of this finding, we built several alternative models: without 
specifying interactions of the independent variables, using the raw DDR scores instead 
of classified responses as the dependent variable, and adding additional predictors that 
could be extracted from the YouTube API. All model results fell in line with the main 
model (see Supplementary Materials, Tables S2–S5).

Subsequently, we conducted similar logistic regressions for all other post-scandal 
measures, again using pre-scandal Engagement, Liking and Social Identity, and their 
interactions, as predictors. Because post-scandal Support had been found to be correlated 
with most other dimensions, we controlled for it in these analyses. This allowed us to 
establish the predictive power of the pre-scandal measures over and above their ability to 
predict post-scandal Support. All model results can be found in Table 3.

Positive Emotions

Similar to the effect for Support, pre-scandal Engagement significantly predicted post-
scandal Adoration, such that authors who had commented more often were more likely 
to express Adoration in their comments (OR = 1.04, p = .0052). Pre-scandal Social Identity 
showed a similar effect for Adoration (OR = 1.10, p < .001), and the interaction between 
Social Identity and Engagement was again positive and significant (OR = 1.05, p = .026). 
Pre-scandal Liking was not significantly related to adoration (OR = 1.12, p = .61), yet 
the interaction between Social Identity and Liking was again positive and significant 
(OR = 1.25, p = .016). Compassion, on the other hand, was not significantly related to 
pre-scandal Engagement (OR = 1.00, p = .86), but was negatively correlated with Liking 
(OR = 0.68, p = .047), and positively correlated with Social Identity (OR = 1.13, p < .001). 
In addition, the interaction between Social Identity and Engagement was significant and 
positive (OR = 1.07, p < .001).

Negative Emotions

Regarding the negative emotional responses investigated, pre-scandal Engagement pre
dicted both Anger (OR = 0.92, p < .001) and Disgust (OR = 0.90, p = .062). For those 
two emotions, pre-scandal Liking was also a negative predictor, with authors who wrote 
more positive comments before the scandal being significantly less likely to express 
Disgust (OR = 0.29, p = .029). In addition, those users who were high in both Engagement 
and Liking also showed less signs of Anger (OR = 0.52, p = .0019).

Social Identity

Post-scandal Fan Language, as a reflection of social identity, was not significantly pre
dicted by author Engagement (OR = 1.00, p = .99), mirroring the absence of such a 
correlation between these variables in the pre-scandal measures analysis. As expected, 
however, post-scandal Social Identity was positively associated with pre-scandal Social 
Identity (OR = 1.10, p < .001). This relationship was further qualified by a positive 
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interaction between Social Identity and Engagement (OR = 1.06, p = .0056), and a positive 
interaction between Social Identity and Liking (OR = 1.38, p < .001). This indicates that 
authors who identified themselves as part of the “Logang” prior to the scandal were also 
likely to still do so afterwards.

Overall, the general pattern of results is in line with the hypothesized positive rela
tionship between pre-scandal Engagement, Liking, and Social Identity and post-scandal 
Emotions. Looking at effect sizes, the effect of Engagement was relatively small, whereas 
prior Liking emerged as the strongest predictor for Support, Anger and Disgust.

Comparing Followers vs. Non-Followers
Lastly, we also compared post-scandal reactions of those authors who had commented 
at least once on a pre-scandal video to authors who only responded to the apology 
video after the scandal. The latter did not present a homogenous group, because they 
could either be people who had not heard of Logan Paul prior to the scandal, and where 
lured to this video by seeing discussions of it on other social media pages, the news, 
or people who were in fact followers but had not commented on any of the selected 
seven pre-scandal videos. Nevertheless, they formed an interesting comparison group, 
because they were clearly less highly engaged YouTube users (i.e., followers and non-fol
lowers), therefore providing additional insight into how pre-scandal attitudes predicted 
post-scandal reactions.

We categorized all comment authors present in the post-scandal video dataset based 
on their prior engagement, such that authors who had responded to at least one video 
were coded as followers, whereas authors who had not were coded as non-followers. 
This allowed an investigation of the complete dataset of the post-scandal video com
ments (N = 694,591).

Chi-square tests for each variable comparing the two groups revealed that authors 
who had shown engagement before the scandal showed more Support (74% vs. 52%), 
Adoration (59% vs. 40%), Fan Language (35% vs. 21%), and Compassion (45% vs. 35%) 
than authors who had not. In addition, they showed less Anger (17% vs. 34%), and 
Disgust (4% vs. 16%). All these differences were highly significant (p-values < .001). Thus, 
the two groups showed clearly distinctive responses to Logan Paul’s apology video, 
with followers of Logan Paul being vastly more favorable towards the celebrity than 
non-followers (see Figure 2). When interpreting these results, it is important to keep 
in mind that because we only collected pre-scandal responses from seven videos, this 
likely underestimates the effect of followership, since some comment authors classified 
as non-followers might actually be regular Logan Paul viewers even if they had not 
publicly engaged with his content.
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Figure 2

Percentage of Commenters Expressing Given Dimension by Followership

Note. Percentage of commenters expressing the given dimension (i.e., Support, Compassion, Fan Language, 
etc.), depending on whether they commented in at least one of the seven selected pre-scandal videos (Follower), 
or not (Non-Follower).

Discussion
This study investigated the role of prior positive attitudes about a celebrity on the 
degree to which followers forgave him once they were faced with a scandal involving 
a severe moral transgression. To do so, we took the Logan Paul “suicide forest” scandal 
as a case study, and measured expressed attitudes in both pre- and post-scandal (and 
post-apology) comments by using the DDR text analysis method (Garten et al., 2018). 
Linking these variables, we show that individuals who before the scandal had publicly 
exhibited displays of approval of Paul, shown greater general liking toward him, and 
identified most strongly as members of the Logan Paul fan community were also more 
likely to support him when he apologized after the scandal, and to largely (though note 
the exemption for Liking and Compassion) show positive (adoration and compassion) 
rather than negative (anger and disgust) emotional responses. This indicates that strong 
identification was fairly robust to the extremely negative light the scandal shone on Paul.

One of the most striking signs of this effect of prior positive attitudes on support 
arose from the comparison between followers and non-followers: Whereas followers of 
Paul had a generally positive stance towards the celebrity, the non-follower group was 
much more negative and seemingly unconvinced by his apology. Especially when consid
ering that this analysis likely underestimates the effect of followership on post-scandal 
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attitudes, these results add weight to the idea that people can resist updating their beliefs 
about others when holding sufficiently strong prior beliefs.

This pronounced degree of support even in the face of extreme negative information 
speaks to the power of prior attitudes. Although many studies have shown a strong 
impact of negative information on the formation of attitudes (Cone & Ferguson, 2015; 
Rozin & Royzman, 2001), and the special role immorality has on the maintenance of 
social relationships (Fehr et al., 2010), we did not find a big influence of the scandal on 
Paul’s followership. By contrast, our findings align more with research that has shown 
biased updating of beliefs in ways that fall in line with previously held beliefs. For 
instance, Hughes et al. (2017) showed that prior motivation influences the processing of 
information on the neural level, with participants failing to encode negative information 
about their ingroup. Similarly, research has provided evidence for biased processing of 
negative information regarding the attribution of blame or praise (Siegel et al., 2017), 
moral (Nadler & McDonnell, 2012), and even causal responsibility (Alicke et al., 2015). 
Therefore, our results are further testimony to the power of prior positive believes on 
attitude change.

Our findings are also in line with previous literature on social identity theory (Turner 
& Tajfel, 1986) showing that people who strongly identify with a group defend their 
social identity by denying group members’ wrongdoings, and focusing their attention 
on positive aspects of the group (Branscombe et al., 1999). However, this theory and its 
findings have been largely developed and situated within political or religious groups, 
in which members know and regularly meet at least a part of their ingroup in person. 
In the case of Logan Paul, however, we can safely assume that the vast majority of his 
viewers have never met Paul, or interacted with him in any direct way. In fact, for many, 
this group may have solely existed online. Our study therefore extends previous findings 
to a new group, namely online fan groups, suggesting that they are guided by the same 
norms as more clearly established groups involving real-life contexts.

Online groups, and especially those forming on social media, are a growing part of 
today’s social interactions, especially for young people. Recent findings on the phenom
enon of echo chambers (Brady et al., 2017) showcase how groups may attempt to shield 
themselves from potential outside negative information. However, echo chambers have 
also been shown to sometimes be porous, allowing negative views to slip in (Turetsky 
& Riddle, 2018). Studying such online groups’ behavior under identity threat has the 
potential to lead to new and more detailed insights into how groups and their members 
respond in these situations.

Importantly, our study adds to this literature by providing quantitative, real world, 
large-scale field data on a subject that is notoriously difficult to study (Finsterwalder 
et al., 2017). Previous studies investigating responses to scandals were often limited 
to mostly qualitative approaches, lacked pre-scandal data, or relied on experimental 
approaches using vignettes with uncertain external validity. Given ongoing debates 
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about the generalizability of psychological research (Yarkoni, 2022), providing such field 
evidence for laboratory-based findings is ever more important. Harnessing the power 
of machine learning and social media data, the current approach presents a solution 
for both problems. By demonstrating the usefulness of the DDR method (Garten et al., 
2018) in approaching such research questions, we hope to have shown that it presents 
a versatile addition to the analysis of natural language, especially social media posts, 
that can extend traditional word count methods (e.g., Pennebaker et al., 2001). More 
specifically, DDR enabled us to develop customized concept dictionaries for post-scandal 
support that mapped more closely onto the dimension of interest than available word 
count dictionaries for sentiment or other basic emotions would have done.

On a broader scale, our results connect to recent Bayesian models of belief updating 
that provide a framework for understanding the mechanisms behind the seemingly 
irrational down-weighting of negative information. When a core belief is threatened 
and it is possible to create an ad-hoc hypothesis that can explain away the threatening 
information, no updating is necessary. Such an account explains, for example, why 
stereotypes can be so persistent: Individuals that do not fit the category can simply be 
further categorized into subgroups (Kim et al., 2020).

This also links up with the general idea of cognitive dissonance reduction (Festinger, 
1962). As discussed above, witnessing an immoral act of a person that one holds dear 
can induce cognitive dissonance. Fans of Paul may therefore have been motivated to 
cope and reduce that dissonance, by either changing their attitude, or by finding ways to 
downplay the importance, or diagnosticity of the video on Paul’s character (Uhlmann et 
al., 2015). Thus, positive moral evaluations of Logan Paul may have persisted in the face 
of counter-evidence if there was a good alternative explanation as to why the action was 
extrinsic to the actor’s true self (Newman et al., 2015). For many followers it may have 
been less important whether Logan Paul’s action was immoral or not, but what it said 
about his character. For example, one comment author wrote:

“Logan, we’ve all made mistakes… From watching you for… Over a 
year now, I know your character, I know how you are, In that… You 
want to make content, you want to upload every second of your life 
to your viewers… The Logang, and, I also know your character, In 
that… You weren’t trying to be malicious […]” (ellipses in original 
comment; comment id: UgxCU1IvZYVIEjIDYdV4AaABAg)

This follower expressed how their earlier character impression of Logan Paul was 
relevant to the interpretation of the new counter-attitudinal information. It thereby 
illustrates how a positive pre-scandal character judgment leads to evaluating the trans
gression as not intentional. This can be a very effective strategy, because non-intentional 
actions are not diagnostic when attempting to determine the true moral character of a 
person (Malle, 2011; Strohminger & Nichols, 2014).
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Limitations and Constraints on Generalizability
Because it was a field study, a few limitations inevitably arose. First and foremost, 
this study cannot disambiguate the role of Paul’s apology from direct responses to the 
scandal. Therefore, all shown effects are necessarily the effect of all of Paul’s actions 
after the scandal.

Additionally, the case’s and sample’s inherent idiosyncrasies are important when 
interpreting the results. Logan Paul is a white man, conforming to a wide set of majority 
attributes. It is therefore possible that the amount of forgiveness Paul experienced would 
be diminished for a celebrity who has a minority background. As we do not have 
demographics information on commentators in our dataset, it is for future studies to test 
how such group identities interact with forgiveness after scandal.

In addition to that, as highlighted when discussing the role of disgust, Paul’s wrong
doing falls into the specific domain of purity violations, which has been shown to be of 
particular importance for character evaluations (Giner-Sorolla & Chapman, 2017; Piazza 
et al., 2013). The here shown effects may therefore be limited to similar violations.

We were only able to investigate responses by individuals who decided to discuss cer
tain content on a social media platform but had no information on those who refrained 
from doing so. Because the data analysis was based on matching authors, it therefore 
was impossible to gauge the reaction of those who did not choose to comment on Logan 
Paul’s apology video. Thus, it could be that the observed pattern is due to more commit
ted fans being more likely to silently withdraw from Logan Paul, without expressing 
this in the comment section. Although this is a possibility we cannot rule out, we deem 
this to be unlikely, because this group was the most vocal demographic pre-scandal, and 
many authors did not hold back expressing quite severe criticism. Moreover, given the 
anonymous context of the YouTube comment section, authors run little risk (e.g., social 
exclusion) for expressing views that would not resonate with the wider community.

Additionally, most of Paul’s followers are young adolescents. Although specific data 
on his YouTube fan base is not available, it is fair to expect most of them to be members 
of the so-called Generation Z, who were born after the year 2000 (Turner, 2015). Thus, 
our results may be unique to this age group, because adults are usually more reflective, 
and thus may be more critical (Heckhausen et al., 1989). On the other hand, forgiveness 
has been shown to increase with age (Fehr et al., 2010), suggesting that our findings on 
young adults might in fact underestimate the actual magnitude of the effect. Moreover, 
similar effects of commitment and dissonance reduction have been shown in adults 
(Festinger, 1962; Forbes & Stellar, 2021). As a recent example, U.S. Americans who had 
voted for president Donald Trump did not reduce their support for him once they 
realized his tax reform had personally disadvantaged them; instead, they said that lower 
taxes were not all that important to them anyway (Rathje et al., 2020). Given this other 
literature, it is therefore unlikely that the effects observed here are only present in the 
age group we studied.
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Another set of limitations arises from its embeddedness in social media. Because this 
study investigated reactions on social media, it is unclear how the observed effects trans
late to offline behavior. This point is commonly raised, and to date poorly understood 
(Crockett, 2017). Indeed, there are good reasons to expect that online behavior is special, 
because individuals often act anonymously, and may thus adopt different behavioral pat
terns or even personalities (Crockett, 2017). However, if online anonymity circumvents 
the social norms and constraints that people often find themselves in, one can speculate 
whether online behavior may in fact more accurately reflect a person’s real opinions. 
Indeed, given the anonymous nature of the interaction, users might actually be more 
comfortable expressing negative views, therefore counteracting the social desirability 
bias that often comes with feeling evaluated by others.

Relatedly, one might argue that the case investigated here was special because the 
vast majority of Paul’s followers did not actually know the celebrity in person. Thus, 
the observed effects may be limited to so-called parasocial interactions (Cerulo & Ruane, 
2014). However, such relationships may actually not be all too different from normal 
relationships, particularly because social media allows for much stronger ties and more 
direct interactions with celebrities than previously possible (Cerulo & Ruane, 2014). This 
is especially the case for Logan Paul, who at the time of the scandal uploaded daily 
videos chronicling events from his life, frequently addressing his fanbase, arranging meet 
and greets, and other community events.

Future Directions
Given the demonstrated power of prior attitudes on forgiveness, one of the most impor
tant open questions concerns the issue as to when even highly identified fans will actual
ly change their minds. In other words, although this study found a general positive effect 
for commitment on support, it is nevertheless still intuitively plausible that – under 
certain circumstances – commitment could lead to a radical change of heart and result in 
strong disapproval. Thus, there may be cases in which dissonance reduction fails, and the 
high attitude importance and affection will transform into strongly negative feelings and 
condemnation. Understanding these tipping points of character evaluations for highly 
committed individuals therefore represents an important path for future investigation.

This also relates to an uninvestigated mechanism in this study: the role of shame 
and guilt. Both emotions can be evoked by ingroup wrongdoings, as so-called forms of 
collective guilt or shame (Brown et al., 2008). Thus, an exploration of such emotions 
as indicators of updating, in addition to anger and disgust, could prove fruitful for the 
investigation of when and why people reverse even extreme positive attitudes.

Studying these kinds of relationships may require developing a feasible experimental 
paradigm in the laboratory. Personal relationships matter when it comes to moral judg
ments; Factors such as attachment and commitment influence the way in which people 
update attitudes (Kim et al., 2020), and make moral judgments (Nadler & McDonnell, 
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2012; Uhlmann et al., 2015). However, instilling a genuine sense of commitment in 
experiments may prove to be difficult. More research is therefore needed to understand 
the precursors of commitment, and how to study it in a controlled environment (Forbes 
& Stellar, 2021).

Finally, this study only looked at “original” comments, and disregarded any replies to 
them. However, it may be that the emerging discussions within the YouTube comment 
section reveal interesting patterns. For instance, Brady et al. (2017) found that moralized 
tweets spread more quickly and receive more attention on Twitter, but rarely escape their 
echo-chambers. Because the present dataset contains highly moralized content, and was 
drawn from a site where Logan Paul supporters and detractors come together, studying 
the inherent dynamics of the YouTube comment section might present new insights 
into how these two groups interact, and how moral outrage dynamically shapes online 
discussions.

Conclusion
When do we revise a previously positive character evaluation of another person given 
new negative information? This study shows that motivational factors make it an up
hill battle. The more important an evaluation of a person is to us, the less likely this 
evaluation is to change given new unfavorable, counter-attitudinal information. As for 
Logan Paul, the "suicide forest” scandal was the start of a series of incidents that caused 
outrage in the wider social media sphere. Despite, or maybe even because of this, Paul’s 
brand and his followership saw continued growth throughout. As our study indicates, 
Paul’s success in surviving the scandal may in large part be due to his highly committed 
fanbase, the “Logang”. For good reason, it seems, their catchphrase is “Logang for life”.
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